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PAGE ONE
A booklet, providing all the
background material and an
analysis of the case has been
produced. It costs 30p and is
called Persons Unknown.
Information on the trial has
also been published and is
availible (with the booklet)
from: Box I23 c/o I82 Upper
Street, lslington, London NI
The trial looks like continuing for several months and
donations are required for food
etc. for the defendents. However there is no bank acc. so
do not make cheques payable
to Persons Unknown! Send
money to address above.

The NOVEMBER Pilot Issue __'30p
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Once upon a time, ln a land marked by the pointed heads of its
protectors, consternation had struck the local Antl terrorlst Squad
(no relation) Business was slack, promotion rates low, morale
appalhng and the foreign nastles were being quite successful ln their
own quarter of the world All ln all, thlngs were pretty bleak.
The standard practlce ln this sort ot sltuatlon ls the old
Anarchlst Bombing Conspiracy

strategem Used before, but then,

the best ldeas often are Flrst select your anarchists, not the dlfflcult
blt but lt does help lf they re all unemployed An Irlsh conectlon 1s
like a free transfer to the Merseyslde pohce Now arrest them It s
only now that you can bulld up a case Keep people ln prlson long
enough and they 11 help you wlth this

Ideally your case should first
lnvolve charges oonected with
bombings Then you can get head
llnes llke Hunt for terror targets
(MIFFOT - l3YDe headline) and
Bomb maklng equipment was
seized
(Telegraph - type
headline) This maxlmlses your
lmpact wlth potentlal Jurors If
you need to flnd some articles
used to manufacture bombs the

Tl'l1S makes you look really
good and obJect1ve In fact lt
does no harm to say you ve
really got nothing against
anarchists - you can afford to
look repulslvely llberal After all
the Jury already knows what an
ldle drug crazed bunch they
really are (lt was ln the Express
M lud)
It s a plty all lll all that the

followlng mlgllt do fertilizer

pollce are unable to plck the

It would be nice to arrange for
a bit of identification from
witnesses, but this is not essential

Remember- you can win a case on
flimsy circumstantial evidence if there is enough of it.A good
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example of the kind of thing I
mean is pictures of the Queen or
members of the Royal Family
hanging on the wall. These
obviously would serve as aids to
identification as part of assasination plots.
J
In conclusion I might just
mention that if the defendents
really are guilty, then it makes
your jeb even easier - not mueh
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When flxed, adJusted Jurles volce
The perJured truth by sifted cholce,

Then we - wlth anguish - wlsh to see
Our Justlce Just and freedom free
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© N Raclne—Jaques, 1979
(sweetex makes your case more
run all potentlal Jurors through the
difficult), wlrlng (that s the easy
computers and keep out all those
one) or wrist watches (tlmlng
who might know crlmmal
devices)
assoclates and all those vlndlcYou can oapltallse on your
tlve minded lndlvlduals who have
lnltlal advantage wlth massive
complained about the police
security for court hearings (good
The puma,-y pomt wlth the
l31'e1I11118 T01‘ the ehepe) and
evidence ls to make lt complicated
harassment of the defendents
Drag 1; out for months hm-lg m
5111'l1l10te1'5 Fellewlﬂg ell l3l11S
every thlng from dry-cleaning bllls
Yell eefl qulellly d1'eP the bemblflg
to dust I ve always found that
ehefgee and eeﬂeeﬂﬁfele On
charts of known assoclates
purely crlmlnal charges
tend to lmpress the ]llI'V

D errick Dcly and friend
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Persons Unknown Defendants

conversations with a Fascist.....(bit) Exclusive!
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an lnslde look at Excallbur House.

PAGE TWO

and do anti-nukers have
any vlable alternatives...
When I was last in the supermarket, trying to find a toothpaste which doesn't give 20% fewer
fillings I thought of the latest scrap of paper which had been thrust into my hands outside; “Can
nuclear power give you whiter teeth? You bet your life”! Well I never do understand these political
jokes, I thought, and carried on.
I I'd seen the slogan before along with various others on the same subject which impressed me as
being trivial almost to the point of being banal, and being irrelevant to the real questions of Nuclear
Power. They give over the feeling that if you don't agree with the leaﬂet and want to stop all nuclear
power, then you must be mad.
I
J
Toread any anarchist press :you’d get the impression that “No nukes” must be among the 10
commandandments of anarchism, written somewhere on black and red tablets of stone. Nuclear power
is painted bysuch as a plot todestroy freedom, and turnsoya beans into beef crisps, worked out by
Hitler and Stalin in 1939.
This article is .not about why the libertarian left has such sanctimonious views on nuclear power
nor is it pro nuclear power. It is not a scientific paper nor a researched book. It is merely an attack
onthe simplistic and shallow ideas of anti-nuclear power constantly put over in the movement, and
also the social ideas which have produced them, (allbeit a simplistic and shallow one).
My arguments are in three sections; first that arguments against
the safety of nuclear power are based on the assumption that because
Hlllheh heiﬂge 111eRe mistakes.
things ;are not too good now, theywill never be good, or can be, even end 11ee1‘1Y everything We Create
though the arguements in support of alternatives are based on the
is built te hllthellietehde-Fee. and
idea that things are going to progress scientifically. Secondly, that
$0 tails every now and then. J
the alternatives are not feasable in the late 20th century although
This need not be the 03-Se; We
have been conditioned intothin kthey may have been 150 years agoior 50 years in the future, and
ing that machines have human
finally I want to look at the political and social questions
failings, from birth. Overcoming
surounding the issue.
Now what are the real objections to nuclear power? There must be this conditioning is what Janarchi-.
sm is all about. A leak proof A
basically three to do with safety, and questions concerning the
system CAN be built! If all else
litical as cts of it. J I A
_
T

fa-11$. all the radioactive material could be confined Within a
massive steel and concrete basin
to catch any leakage before it
does any harm.
The second question above
now becomeshypothetical if
nuclear power stations are built
logically. However, people are
scarred of radioactivity, and it
can cause cancer. But so can
beef, and milk and dust in the
air. Simply living is carcinogenic,
and specific factors only become
important when they are in large
amounts.
The air is already full of

gamma rays. Your body is being
hit by dozens this very second,
everyone of which might cause
terminal cancer in your body.
But there is, of corse, no need to
panic as the chances of such are
minimal. Only in large concentration is radioactivity really
dangerous and the chances of
"anybody being hurt by any leaks
are tiny. The real danger in this
are comes from radioactive waste.
This produced continually and A
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nuclear housing and the dumping
of waste in space may seem a
little far fetched to some people
but it is much less so than some
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nuclear power.
_

THE NEED FOR NUCLEAR POVlB.
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of the suggested alternatives to
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filter system.
The idea of fully encapsulated
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dome could be built over the top
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thought and money putting into
it. If all else fails, a gas proof
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radioactive gasses. Again a
failure proof system is not impos-
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will be to convert it into a solid
glass-like substance and storing
it under grolmd in steel contain+
ers. Once it is there it will be no
more dangerous than the naturally ocurring uranium from which
it all came from in the first
place. It could be stored in such
a way that it could be regularly
checked for deterioation and
other problems. So just what is
the objection? That some of it
will remain radioactive for a long
time 1S irrelevant if it isn t
dangerous in the first place.
J
Alternatively, why not take the
waste produced every month up
into space in the space shuttle
and shoot it off into the sun or
anywhere out of the earths
orbit. On a regularised basis this
could cost less than burial under
round.
Perha
s
Freddie
Laker
grould be interlested?

Finally on safety, the possibillty of a core meltdown due to
failure of the cooling systems,
possibly resulting in release of
In
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due to lack of an alternative.
'
However, the total volume 1S
small and thus the problem is
reduced.
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highly radioactive liquid waste,
which is currently stored on site

The likely method of disposal

I11

the lac
trend

from normal stations can be
reprocessed in plants such as
Windscale. This then leaves a

Q5

If we arentt going to have any
nuclear power we have to either
find alternatives or have a much
lower standard of living. Itseems
that many of the anti-nukers
prefer to have a lower standard
of living (inevitably resulting in a
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PAGE THREE

Our intrepid political correspondent looks at Labour’s recent splits
So the Labour Party is being “taken over by the Marxist Left” as a
result of last months conference decisions, eh'> Well that's nothing
new Ever since I can remember the Labour Party has been splitting
and/or lurching violently Leftwards Indeed, according to most
history books, Labour has done little else during the entire period of
its existence And 79 years moving Leftwards strikes me as a very
slow lurch
So what precisely does this Left wing takeover consist of'> Well
apparently these frightful Marxist chappies seem to have taken into
their collective skulls the truly preposterous notion that people who
work for, and belong to the Labour Party should be allowed to have
a say as to what goes in that Party s Manifesto Even worse, these
rabid extremists want Labour Party members to be able to vote for thCD
Party leadership Think of it‘ Labour Party members running the
Labour Party As Jim Callaghan and the Daily Express have so
correctly pointed out, internal democracy would lead inelutably to an (.Li;IOM
dMCEleH)l1p-Ftelv
East European State
Of course, we can all trust the Daily Express

‘ ETAi
NEW SPLIT
Recait developmaits in the ETA
(the Basque Semratist Movement)
have meant the inminence of a new
bombing offensive. With the ‘Political
/Military‘Wing preparing a settlt
with the monarchy. 'I'lie ‘Military’
wing are likely to reject the sell-out
to Madrid.
ETA is divided into five goups

and the rest of the

national press, come to think of it - when it comes to its prescriptiors
let Sllfvlvel Of the Lehellt Petty mdeed. the 11B»t10I1 1tSe11' The

She 13 e15o e shrewd reouoien when forced to change her policy
because of Political Realities (eg Rhodesia) she avoids getting tied

Expteee 15 he-tutelli’ tettltled Of Le-hellt IT1eV1ht‘-’. t0 the Left F01‘ Why’
I will tell you If Labour adopts a Left wing stance, it might lose the
election And we all know how much that would upset our free
deI110el'3-tle PI'eSS
Mlhd Yell. lte 11et Just the Pteee Whe ete Wettled ehetlt Lehehl“
el111tS Lebeut S OWI1 Ihedetete ‘F1115 (the e11eS that deteet t0 the
Tories when they reach the age of about 50 or Join the house of Lords

up m the fine details Thus the average Tory diehard will blame Lord
Carrmgtoh for the Rhooesleh he|;reye,1 J not M3,gg1e

Whlehevet 1e the Seehet) 15 tettlfled et lhtlghtlhgi Wethlhg that Label?
ehellld tlght the Tetlee Yethel‘ then eeeh ethel‘ Why’ Thefe 15 I10

earthly reason why Mrs Thatcher should risk an election for at least
foul‘ years, and since the Tories have a sufficient maJority m Parliment to steamroller all their measures through Labour might Just as
well sit back, relax and have a Jolly good fight At least it keeps the
rest of us amused - especially for the duration oi the ITV strike and
provides a welcome distraction from the horrors of Thatcherite
Britain

The decision by Thatcher & Co to carry out most of their election
manifesto (all the nastiest bits, anyway) has come as quite a shock
to most of the Left Not that anyone expected the Tories to usher in
the socialist millenium or anything but nonetheless few seriously
believed it would be quite as reactionary as this The Left s reponse
so far has been strangely muted Considering what a hard time the
Labour Govemment had with the unions last winter, even with its
(by this Governments standards) fairly moderate policies, the Tories
seem to have got off pretty lightly Ringing declarations from the TUC
about fighting this Government to the death have been notablv absent
Mrs Thatcher, in her turn has openly eschewed anv of the old
beer and sandwiches at No 10 round a table business Probably
Just as well, since such sessions in the past have not been notable
for their success And in any case, what 1S there to d1SCllSS‘? The
Tories policy on the economy has been one of walk softly with a
big stick Just look at what they ve managed in the last 6 months
alone doubled VAT the lowest rates for top tax payers in 50 years
huge cuts in government spending, with more to come proposals for
hlving off large sections of public industry to the private sector
he
list goes on It seems that Thatcher is consciously behaving the
exact opposite to the last Tory government fewer public platitudes
and more action And whatever happened to that Heathian nostrum
eeued gewthe
Not that the government 1S motivated by ideology as Labour
leaders love to say Far from it At last month s Labour Conference
it was fashionable to talk of hating Mrs Thatchers policies but
well you ve got to admire her intellectual drive But intellect never
enters mto the matter Mrs "hatchet is a woman who holds very
definite, very simple beliefs which stem from the guts rather than the
head In this sense she 1S very similar to the Tory rank-and-file,
which probably explains why she 1S the darling of the Tor Conference

One of the biggest ever marches
to be held by the National Front took
place on October 6th Wmding
through the heart of London in their
efforts to “anash the IRA the march
was marked by the paucity of the
opposition Roughly 200 anti fascists
were too dispersed and small in
number to make their presence felt.
Even given the press blackout and
the masses of police the anti nazi
league must take some of the respo
sibihty for the lack of opposition
'l'he march was only annolmced a
couple of weeks before, yet the NF
still managed to rustle up almost a
thousand goons The Home Colmty
ANL branches were notified, to seemmgly little effect
ANL local branches are strongly
criticising ceiiralt ANL for what Sue
Lawrence ( Hackney ANL organiser)

called their incredible mefficienc

So at least four years more of the stern, unbending Tories is probably what lies ahead of us No doubt some members of the Left think
that they can rely on the trade unions to oppose the Government,
Joel; es some w111 rely on that hoary old dinosaur called
Labour
Illusions like these hat e a paralytic effect we needn t do anything
leave it to our leaders In the case of the Tory Party such faith in
Jeedei-S 1e ueuelly Justified for the Left it can only be fatal
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odd it is the‘Political/Military’ wing
which is the more traditionally terrorist, with its tcentrat with the IRA and
some Palestinian groups. The‘Militaiy‘
wing consists of autonornists cells
with support from such goups as
Anarchists and gys. Their demand is
total independance. The Basque have
a tradition of cooperative forms of
omnisation and in the search for
individual identity and culture the
‘ll/lilitary‘ wing will oontiiiue the figit
against Nhdrid centralism.
One of the leaders of the ‘Political/
Military’wing is the President of the
Basque COl.1I'lCl.l of autonomy. This
represents a significant compromise
but while the ‘political/military‘ cease
fire led to the calling off of the bombing campaign which was to have hit
football stadiums, it seems likely
that the Military wingiwill be
or@nising their own offensive.
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Comrade Tyndall addresses the massed flagpoles of the National Front.
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When abortion offers the potential to a male-dominated society of
satisfying its craving for boy children it poses a problem for feminists.
This dilemma, already being faced in America, is likely to become
an important issue as .soon as predetermination of a baby's sex
becomes ta widely availible facility.
Inthe USA some women are using their freedom to abort to_choose
which Se! hﬂhiee they he-Ve-» The illllﬂieetieh 0i this is Wel'l'Y1I1St ehti
not just because it plays into the hands of the anti-abortionists. Not
surprisingly there i 3 teﬂdelley I0!’ P3-Iellts t0 0h00Se t0 3-00ft female
children.
I
As yet, even in America, amniocentesis ,(pre-natal screening of the
f0etIJS. Whieh e180 l>f0ViIieS -iI1t0l'1Tleti0h ehellt the 5eX Of the ehilti) iet
not freely availible.
g
_
What is more it carries a small but nonetheless real risk of death
to the foetus .and injury to the mother. In controlled studies in the
United States and Canada it was shown that the risk of foetal death
wasless than lper cent. On the other hand a British study found the
risk to be 1,5 per cent, although this has been challenged on the
ground that the selection of controls was biased.

Two months ago, delegates at the TUC Conference passed a motion condemning the growth of
private health care and Govemment plans to reintroduce pay beds. Hardly surprising you may thinkbut what was of interest was that the motion also included a proposal for the NHS to, take over all i
private and independant hospitals - including the Manor House Hospital at Golders Green in North
London
Now, Manor House is frequently - but inaccurately - referred to as “the trade union hospital"; In
=fact, it is not owned by the unions but by the Industrial Orthopaedic Society, a Friendly Society.
90% of this Society's income comes from the sutscriptions of its members, who do not have to be
union members.
t
Total direct cash support from the unions is less than 1% of the Hospital’s income.
It is true that most subscribers to the Hospital sign up through their union at work, -Bur; tho
opportunity to become a subscriber is open to anyone “engaged in industry or commerce" as it says
in the rule book. According to.Manor House Hospital"s General Secretary, George Bignell: this means
almost anyone; “You don"t have to be wealthy to. get treatment here”. Unlike some private schemes
you have to be in good health when you join the Hospital, and you cannot get treatment until six
i
months after you join .
G

number of boys and girls. The
physically. Once a woman is fully
only exception to these findings
aware of these problems she is.
were His panic women who prefer- better equipped tomake a decisim.
red girls.
In other words it seems that if
,
asafe, inexpensive pre-concep,*
tion method of sex-select ion were
availible, first-born children
would be increasingly male.
This fact is in itself a worryL3: 3
ing one. When psychologists have
looked at the consequences of
O ./’i“'“

example is Sid Weighell, the railwaymen“s union
leader who was being treated there when I was
working there).

As one who works in Manor House, I can confirm that the vast majority of patients are
ordinary working class people who are almost
i
invariably suffering from serious ailments caused
But what are the likely long-range consequences of sex pre-selecby their everyday working conditions. Manor
tion? At first sight it would be easy to assume that there would be a
House only treats patients suffering from_
definate imbalance in favour of boys. In factthe picture is rather
orthopaedic problems (back trouble, hernias, piles
more complex than that.
families in more detail- sitting
and varicose veins are among the most frequent
A study oosoo on the 1970
down to plan the exact sexual
complaints).
National Fertility Survey in compostion of their families - will
Moreover, the internal setup of Manor House is
America Sh0Wed that the
also make many people indignant. very similar to that of NHS hospitals :- though
major consequences of sex deterperhaps a little more old-fashion_ed. The food is
ITliIl3.i§Ii.OI1 WOl11d be planning the
9 point jg, hgw valid are
certainly no better than elsewhere, there are
0ftiel' 01' ehiidteh (mele first. ie I moral objections? Certainly women veryfew individual rooms, and hierarchy is;
lheie seeehd) tether than iheteeer who.wish to abort a foetus on sex- rampant. However, patients tend to stay longer
ihg the Illlfhhet 01' h0Y$- Ahethet
ual grounds have first to be aware for convalescence - in the NHS nowadays people
study of child sex preferences
that an abortion is not like having are usually kicked out as soon as they can walk.
among American couples showed a tooth extracted. It can be a
So what, you may wonder, do subscribers gain
that wives are much more likely
very drepessing procedure for
for their 20p a week? It is here that the charge of
to.prefer a son to a daughter and both parents, it can cause future
hypocrisy can be levelled against certain trade
are also more likely to prefer one psychological problems and can
rmion leaders who publicly attack “private
sex than to want to have an equal alsobe dangerous to the mother
medicine" but support Manor House (a good

BUPA. So union leaders who believe that independent hospitals constitute queue jumping, yet
support Manor House, are simply hypocrites.
What the subscribers gain is that most precManor House has 420,000 subscribers - not far
ious of commodities - time. The waiting list is
short of half a million. Though it is hard to take
every short - where the ordinary NHS patient may
seriously, George Bignell’s claim that “our
have to wait months or years, the Manor House
patient will only have to wait weeks or even days. principles are socialist", I cannot personally see
any great evil in Manor House. 20p a week
Sidney Weighell said recently that he ‘d‘idn"t
subscription is hardly a cumbersome financial
agree with private medicine in general, but this
burden. And 243 beds there mean a corresponding
(Manor House) is a very different case from the
reduction of pressure on the NHS. With the Tory
organisations
which
enable
the
wealthy
to
jump
on-tn order in families they have
.1}-,;~'
‘
cutbacks in health spending, closure of Manor
queues.’
Maybe
so
Manor
House
is
an
organisfrequently come to the conclusion
of i
mi"
House would mean that most of the 350 staff there
ation
which
enables
the
working-class
to
‘jump
that parents tend to give a dis,_ ;_-_
would not be reemployed (at least for the forseequeue
s.'And
queuejumping
it
certainly
is,
if
one
proportionate share of their econable future) within the NHS. Bearing in mind that
goes
along
with
the
Left"s
argument
(and
in
case
omic and emotional resources to
i‘ i Bot Wm‘? of ms sosiois -asked
last year Manor House looked after 5,000 patients
you
hadn“t
already
guessed,
I
don°t)
that
the
their first child. The second child t°-Perform the eetuel ereretiene?
and perfonned 3,500 operations, its closure would
is Often more introverted and
Dr John Fletcher a bio-ethicist at existance of private hospitals must necessarily
inevitably lengthen NHS queues still further.
SeH_dependem_
the National Institute of Health in deprive the NHS of resources and staff (which to
None of which lessens the hypocrisy of union
my
mind
is
uncannily
similar
to
the
argument
that
At the same time this has been
Bothsooor took Pa“ in s Hastings
leaders who rail against private hospitals and then
black
immigration
deprives
the
white
population
found to be less so where girls
Comer Study stoop. on tho
use one themselves. But then hypocrisy is not,
of
jobs
both
arguments
depend
on
the
fallacy
are born first - because there is
Subject‘ Ho ooo boon against
after all, uncommon amongst such people. Incidenalso a tendency for parents to
abortion for sex choice, mainly
that resources and people are fixed, immobile 0
tally, incase you are wondering; I am not a
mke a fuss of their ﬁrst SOIL
because he felt it to be irresponsib quantities) . OK, so most of Manor House"s
subscriber to Manor House or any other private
subscribers
are
ordinary
workers,
and
almost
If in the future it became poss1- Now he Writes?
health
scheme!
anyone
can
join.
But
the
principle
behind
it
is
ble for most parents to choose to -M my revised View it I-S not
different
from
that
of,
say,
,5;
ot
fundar
nta
have 3- boy first the outlook for
ethically required that physicians
girls ioeks Dtstty bis3~k- H0WeVel'. withoid amniocentesis from fully
to some extent this is s hype"
informed parents who may use the

thesis bsssiuss mush mete study

needs to be done in this area to
come to any concrete conclusions.
The question that remains is
whether ooomoo oo to-be
g'o“oos‘of tho sex of the
foetus -is -frivolous‘ At the moment
most of tho Amoriooo Women ask"
mg is‘ smmossmssls to ostsrmmo
the sex of the foetus are women
who already have a family of
children of only one sex and want
to have a child of the opposite

sex too. If our aim is the ultimate

reduction of the population than

abortion on these grormds may
not Sggm ffjvglgug y- at the Ingmar];
m3,ny‘p‘3,1'9[1_|;$,QQ[1|;jnue t0 have

children until they have one of
the desired sex.
On the other hand amniocentesis
is a costly business and women '
who opt for it have to be wealthy
ehellgh t0 eiietd it- III Alllel-‘i-ee
money can purchase for Women the
tight to abort in order to-ge en
holiday. Am I alone in finding
this morally objectionable? The
idea of women planning their

(and certainly exposure of infants).
exists before contraception. Effresults in deciding to abort for
ective contraception is the product
sex ¢ho,'¢e,'_
of a more mature society. More
mature not just in the sense of its
This change of View is not
technological achievements, but
because Dr Fletcher has
also in the sense that it becomes
changed his moral objections. a more responsible society.
It is based on the realisation that
his position was hypocritical. He
lt is precisely because responcould not make such a distinction; sibility is only learnt through
freedom that Dr Fletcher is right
in
his
approach
to
the
question
of
"if One helds. as I do, that the
foetal sex choice. But for feminiW0m00'$ Fight t0 deﬁide is the
sts
it
means
.a
long
hard
fight
everridins Consideration in the
against
the
horror
not
only
of
the
ebertien iesuei He continues;
reactionary,but also the liberal
‘One "wet be Willing I0 0<I¢ePt .
camps. But then liberals have
U16 fGCl§ Ihdf S0016 Gb0i”Ei0ﬂS will
never been prepared to take a
be D6i‘f0f'mEd f0!‘ trivia! i'EGiSOi'lS'.
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extremes.
References and quotes from ‘Ethics
and Amniocentesis for Fetal Sex
Identification’ by John C Fletcher
in the New England Journal of
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Mt offﬁslon , we to <;<eoEt.e as (\e.--0

desire for freedom to its logical

Feminists have long realised
that the fight for freedom for
women rests toa large extent on
thedegljrugigjongf a cycle of yearly
childbirth. Abortion is therefore a
fundamental right. But it is not
merely a safety net - it is the
first step in the process. Evidence about primitive societies has
in the past suggested that abortion
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am Control

Libertarian Scialists will naturally be familiar with the
arguments for workers’ control. But whatever happened to the

mainstream ideas on Industrial Democracy? We lookat Bullock’

‘I

I Participate, Thou Participate,
He/She Participates, We Participate, You Participate, They
Profit.

This slogan, first sighted on a
Paris wall in 1968, makes ya
crucial point. Control in industry
may need participation. but
participation doesnot necessarily
mean control. But until the late
1950s this distinction had hardly
ever been made in labour circles,
except by Anarchists or Syndicalists who succeeded in having
only temporary inﬂuence.
Until that time debate tended to
centre on workers taking minor
decisions, sitting on management
boards, joining in formal jointconsultation but not attempting to
wrest control from management.
The greatest stumbling block to
any extension of workers’ control
has not come from management
resistance, but from a deep-seated
suspicion within unions of getting
involved in management at all.
Management is seen as something
to be opposed. Hostility to participation has meant industrial
democracy has been sought
through an extension of collective bargaining. Trade union
channels are considered to be the
only route whereby workers can
hope to have more say over their
working enviroment.

Doctrine

II

ned economy cannot alow workers?
control in strategic sectors of the
economy. It is also a triumph for
traditional institutions: the
supremacy of Parliment remains
intact and so does the doctrine of

JohnSt
(REPORT)ur oclr

Ministerial responsibility .
In the nationalised industries,
it was hoped that the rank-andfile might be encouraged to contribute from personal experience.
However, these expectations have
given way to disappointment. The

status of the worker has not
improved nor is there more participation. The workers relation-

ship with the manager may have
deteriorated, asthe ultimate boss.
is now even more remote.
To make matters worse many of
the appointees to boards of nationalised industries are men with
no sympathies with nationalisaticn.

l .

Blatant political appointments
would have left the Government
open tocriticism and set up a
double edged precedent to be
used by the Conservatives. But
workers could quite justifiably
have been chosen. As Openshaw
of the AEU put it, “we have
always argued in the Socialist
Party that brains are not a mono-

poly of any particular class. I
certainly believe and am convinced
that there is sufficient brains
within the Trade Union and Socialist movement to warrant a far
greater proportion of seats on the

governing bodies of nationalised
industries”.
If workers have little say in

A further theoretical stumbling
block also exists. Socialist
nationalised industry, the future
thought has always contained
for workers control in the private
doctrines involving control over
sector must look even bleaker.
the means of production. Workers
Trade Unions are acting defensivhave been envisaged as direct
ely and not taking the positive
participants in the control of
action
workers
control
requires.
productive enterprises. But on the
Management perogatives can be
other hand , and as meaningfulto
circumscribed
but
are
not
questiomany socialists down the years,
ned
.
is the doctrine of central control
on behalf of the entire community.
BuHock
Both doctrines concern themselves
Certainly some industrial demowith how industry should be
crats would like to see a partnercontrolled, but while the former
ship between managers and work- ,
opts for decentralisation, the
ers .- but to increase efficiency,
latter opts for centralisation.
Piedneiiviiy. end Piniiiebiiiiy
This conflict has usually been
Fninel‘ innn in iinneiei Dowel‘ in
resolved in favour of central
the hands of the workers. Hence
direction and this necessarily
both the Conservatives and the
limits the amount of control
1lb8I'{:l.1S pay llp S€3I'VlC8 [O U16
allowable to workers at plant or
idea of industrial democracy.
industry level.
Bni ineii‘ lneiive is Pnieiy nne Oi
Despite long periods of Labour
Dieiii-eeekiliig. Wiin n0-innngni Oi
Governments with supposedly
altering the Workers? position 110
socialist programmes, including
enyining einei‘ iiien e Pieeiileiive
plans for extensive nationalisation, iniee in be iinngni end S015 eieng
concem for consumer protection
Wiiln nln-enineiy end Pie»niand the national interest has
Interest in workers’ control has
triumphed over a desire to
been geneieied ieeeniiy by line
increase industrial democracy.
establishment,and the output Of the
The Labour Party and Trade
Union movement are still committhe debates surrounding the Bull-‘l
ed to giving workers more controleek
Repem
But
the
IWC
is
3'
but only through widening and
forum for discussion, and much of
extending trade union functions,
what it has published is contradict
and not by any fundamental
-ory and incoherent unless looked
restructuring of the processes of
at on. an individual basis.
industrial decision-making.
_ It is through the Iwc met Prom‘
Manning
leem I-‘ebeui MP3 end Trade Unim
-1stS have entered or re-entered
But then this .is partly due to
the debate‘ namely A“ei'eY Wise»
the path of British socialism.
Hugh seamen» Jack Jones and Ten
Socialism is no longer the goal,
"Y Beim- All have Spoken at its
instead the goal is a planned
economy. For this socialism is ta
technique but not an end in itself. “Shed PemPh1eie' Yet ii eheuld _
In an inter-dependent economy and
ideas are having a significant ima highly integrated society,
pact
on
the
thinking
of
the
Labour
economic autonomy would endanleadership.
,_
ger the overall plan. Thus a
Theofficial
hierarchy
is
still
Government committed to a plan-

Workers at the Meriden Co-operative = Works, Coventry.
.
ans.mdosma1Wooooo sod osrl of
extremely dubious about workers’ further than waspalatable for the
control and this accounts for the business. eemmuniieh It lpreiieeed
the traditional protective role of
wey the Bollook Report woo quiet hostility from the OBI and indivtrade uniooS_ Thoro sooms oo
1y shelved, eftet it-hot-1 proved
idnal employers’ associations.
gonoral oosiro to mks it one
gmb3l*l=3S3jllg]_y [*gldl(33,1_
This was tantamount to refusal to
stage l-ortool. as o oolltloal
The eovooetee of wotltet-S
co-operate with any sucnseileniee instrument. Objectives are limitcontrol provoked a commitment to But more important the Government ed and when official unionisos
greater industrial democracy in
ieeeiien Wee r1“ke'weim end the
talk of an increase or improvement
the Labour Party Manifesto in the subsequent White Paper ‘Industin industrial democracy it tends
1974 elections. Then in 1975, Pet- Mel Demeereeyi politely but
to be based on a desire to .improve
er Shore announced the setting up ﬁrmly reieeiee the report’ Saying
the lot of the workers in a partiof a Royal Commission under Alan it had illuminated the “‘ei‘?".iSs“eS cular industry, with little regard
Bhllooh to See how e t-edloel ext- but had aroused sharp divisions
for the wider
social or political
of views. In fact, having noideas contexts
ens ion of worker involvement
might be fag llltated_ The Report
of its own, the Government had
The major political parties and
hoped that through a Royal
Loslslslloo was sooeesssl-y,
Commission of Inquiry a consensus leading trade unions are antipathetic to the idea of any major
would emerge. This failed to
but should be flexible enough to
shift towards greater workers’
allow oxool-lmsntatlol-l_ Employmaterialise so the Government
control, so centralisation has
oos Should oo auowoo l.ool.osoot_ had to pick out those elements
triumphed over decentralisation.
sovos on too Boards of Como,-ln_
least likely to offend.
Similarly the trade unions have
los. omoloylos 2,000 or more
Ownership
resisted pressure to go beyond
workers and worker-directors
Collective -bargaining is now
their
traditional
defensive
roles.
seen as the only practical r
would share equal responsibility
Collaboration with management
Tehoywoulll be elected Vla the
weapon for the industrial demowould
involve
having
to
defend
crat, because it can make extentrade union machinery and would
members
against
policies
which
sions
.and
inroads
into
managenot have to relinquish their Union
they have to implement. Gains to
offices. Boards under this scheme ment peropatives. "But this fails
be
made
through
collective
to resolve the fundamental
bargaining
can
only
be
slow
and
of workers and shareholder repre- problem of ownership. The extension of collective bargaining does gradual. And, taking place in a
predominantly
private
enterprise
Chosen hy the other two groups,
not give workers the ownership of
economy, are ultimately limited.
of so odd somber of other oh-eofirms plant and industries. MoreThe confrontation of the ownership
tors‘
. over the workers themselves
issue is vital if advances‘ are to
Novortooloss tho roooo; wool
perceive collective bargaining as
be made.
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What exc|ctly’s in this

‘warehouse’ then ?
l
l
At the moment the Basement is the ﬂoor the Front would prefer to
forget. It is supposed to be used by the National Front Youth as a
social and meeting area. The theory is that give them a few blank
walls to"scribble on and they won't get above ground and scare the
adults. Unfortunately so much money was spent on the offices that
it is
likely to remain as the floor where they dump the rubbish.

The Ground Floor also needs developing. The focal point of the
Security Box which is by the main door, is the neat pile of pick-axe
handles and iron bars. At the back of the building there is a loading
bay, whichslopes back from the double doors to the dispatch office
where most of the leaflets are kept. This is a small smelly room.
which handles the work wh-ich the NF claim is done by the main
building; that is,storing literature.
Thewhole atmosphere of thisfl~oor is one of ruin, with no light.
holes in the floor and broken duplicators littering the corners.On the
East ‘side of the building there is a rope operated lift, and members
are forbidden to play on it.

ii

A problem assails the ami-fascist
movemmt - what exactly is Excalibur
Horme used for? We are tun between
two conflicting statements. On one
hand we have Richard Varall who is

experts at delay and prevaricatiar,
and I cannot see Jane Ridley overcoming this. Hackney Council is now
waiting for the Department of the
Enviroment to fix a date for an

(among other things) Commny
Secretary of L%h House Ltd., the
National Front printing company. He
claims that EH is used merely to
store printed material, with a few
filling cabinets and a safe. [fl may
quote;‘ The was and others have
g'ven the impression that this

enquiry. Hackney Peoples? Press
reports .that the feeling against
Excalibur House illustrated by last
year's 2,000 strong petition, ha,s_11()w
largely subsided. The promised major
demonstration looks unlikehr to take
P1399»
-

National Front, which it is not’. ‘Hie
definitive statemt ""9 asks?
r on the “ha handmve 55565?)

fennw voluntary? Security guams
look securely ensconced. Even so
this will not lead to a relaxing of ,

pwnertr is the Headquarters ef the
we have the swem statement of Mr

Deffiek WY; ‘We have 8 We Syetem
Of eeelllily and ﬂight 813-Ids at 0111'

Pleeéaearies 3* Eimelill" H°"S°

73. Great E‘-estem St-. EC1’- We are

The First Floor consists of two large rooms which are designated
as meeting rooms. The largest (rear) one can only hold 40, but that is
sufficient for anything short of the AGM. It is here that the night
security puts its sleepy head down for the night. The picture of the
Queen on the wall appears to have comefrom the back of a cornflakes
packen

Allin all then, Derrick my aha his

in seven, actually tums up. Even
when the lranch does turn up there

are quite often problems.
Take Harringay Ranch, for exampb
- one of the more active. (he night
some of the giards were rmrcking
about upstairs and one of the men
downstairs thought he was under
attack (there migrt have been antifascists about). This individual then
picked up a pick-axe handle and

attacked a member of the public who
was cycling past. The cyclist
required a considerable number of
stitches to his head.
0

It was generally recogiised in the
branch that the attacker was .psychtheir precautionslhe three of them
otic but Day was shocked that the
(there should be a fourth reserve)
work a 24 hour shift system (6am-2pm branch organiser only visited him in
2r>m- 1 0rm.eI1d 1(DIIl-6am). At night prison once. Soon after I-larringay

the permanent security guard is

non-plussed. Confused even. Who are Supposed to be Suplememed by 3
We lie believe? 15 this 3 ease 0f
number of trusted nembers "from a
confusion in the upper echelons of
10951 bl-an¢h_
the P311? Of Peflleile illellfﬁeiellli
There is a rosta of these branches
rehearsing?
q
and these are supposed to send four
At the moment Hackney Council’s
member-5, However, Such is the
leﬁl depefllmeﬂl is grinding 0111 113$
state of orgnisation in the branches
weary (and rather secretive) way
that very few can actually muster
with all the paraphenalia of ‘stop’
more than one member. One look at
and ‘enforcement’ notices. However, the duty rosters kept in the security
the National Fronts solicitors are
box reveals that less than one branch

were put on duty for two nights a
week as opposed to one.

I think aspecial point should be rmde
about Albert, who is also one of the
permanent security staff. He has a
regrettable tendency to .conduct
guided tours through the lwders’
offices. I think he"s hoping some of
the glamour will wear off. John - you
really should get rid of him. Pathological anti-semitism is no substitute for intellimnce.

o

lt's the Second Floor which is the really interesting one, for it is
here that the Directorate has its offices. There's a reception, complete with switchboard, receptionist, and certificates of incorporation the carpet in there is reputed to have been ripped off by one of the
members. There's a room where the Directorate meets and then you
come to the really interesting section - the leaders’ offices.
First of all john Tyndall's office: functional desk, couple of
chairs, small (you couldn't swing a Union jack). really quite boring.
The shelves of books look as if they have never been teucheo. Next
there is Richard Verrari's office. Same sort of thing, but in this office
the bookshelves are more extensive and look as if they might be
.
used occasionally. There is half a shelf of books about Goebelsr
comparisons would be invidious. You can tell it"s the Spearhead
editorial room by the second-hand set of drawers labelled “Spearhead”
Finally you come to Martin Webster's office. You can guage the
degree of trust between the leaders by noting Martin‘s private safe.
There are no bookshelves in Martin's office.
The second floor is completed by the General office, presided
over by Beryl Mitchell. lt’*s dominated by two things: firstly the map
of the United Kingdom marked (in rather military fashion) to show
the position of all branches and groups. Secondly there is a large
German made safe. Derrick Day claims this is where the tea is kept,
but this could be a judicious understatement.

The

Reor End

K

of Excalibur House

<-no Now remember son, the
The Top Floor is the relaxation centre for the iaded Hitlerite.
Let your heart swell to the sound of German marching songs in the
convivial atmosphere of an “olde Englishe‘? style bar. lf they're
playing at being Panzer crews it can probably hold about a hundred.
The floor is completed with a large kitchen, store and toilet.
facilities.
Set squat in the East End, Excalibur House represents a considerable triumph for the National Front. lt’s not voters which are
important, but cadres, organisation, publications and a base Excailibur House will help to provide all of these.

possword's_ ‘Britons First‘
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There is oneman who tells us more about the real nature of the
National Front than any socio-political analysis of its members Deflieli DnY- Anti-Feeeieie in-We generally edneeniinied dn Jdnn
Tyndall. Mnflinlwebsief en Fenllnine. lnnliing inn lnnell ei line
structure, rather than the reality of the party. Derrick has always bee
been one of the party stalwarts right fro its inception, but the recent
changes mean that he must now be ranked as number two in the party.
I remember once the Night Security Guard were perusing a copy of
Mayfair which had been left behind. Derrick was reading it out aloud
with a kind of horrified enjoyment. The startling thing was the halting, stuttering way he read it - he appears to have a reading age of
about seven. It is this, I believe, which has meant that he has never
sat on the Directorate or taken his place in the official structure of
the partvT0 en»? 1'-hie» n0WeVeT- is not '10 dneeien his intelligence. lnefely
his education. He has a command and grasp of the ramifications of

leeel De-l'l3Y Organise-ii0n Which Wenld (end nee) deiedied leeeel’ n1enHe is alsogifted (if that‘s the word) with an exceptionally suspicious
mind. For example, he tells loyal party members that the expensive
safe is .used tokeep the tea bags and crockery in and prevent them
from being pilfered. While this has a ring of truth - I suspect it"s not
the whole truth
Mr Day has ta bluntness and vulgarity which the activists find
endearing. When it comes down to simple racist abuse he‘s a past
master. His speeches lead to a kind of foot-stomping chanting, where
you can only hear the odd obscenity from the speaker. This is the
kind of rational argument the NF love. Mind you after JT's interminable speeches, any other sort is a relief.
Derrick Day is the gand-daddy of the skinheads. He has an empathy
with the kind of vacuous thug which makes up the majority of the
activists, like the Hoxton skins (SPG are wonnerfull). One night
Derrick and I were passing the time in Excalibur House in the
securfity box, listening to police radio (there's bugger all else to do).
There had been a stabbing and a goup of skins were being persued
by the police. Derrick was jumping up and down with excitement,
willing them to get away - they did.
I
Even his appearance seems to encourage Derrick"s populist role his sheer ugliness. A British Movement member I chatted too attributed Derrick's razor scars to earlier criminal activity. But then,they
don‘t love him much either. Also he must be the only person I know
who enjoys obscene phone calls. Excalibur House receives an
average of three threatening calls ha night and when Derrick"s on duty
they're the highspot of the night. In fact I tried (unsuccessfully) to
get him toshare them. His .responses generally seem to dwell on
rather explicit racist, sexual imagery.
(NB Note how Trotsky was right and how this article brings out the
petit-bourgeois composition and nature of the Front).
Day's contact with the local population goes even deeper than his
association with the local thugs. I remember once during a speech in
Hoxton market he pointed to a piece of waste land and told us how
the first doodlebug to hit London had exploded there. To some extent
his politics derive from hisanalysis of the local situation. He sees
a community which has (developed into one of London's ghettoes with
appalling housing, a dearth of amenities, and more than its share of
problem families. He sees a community decimated, demoralised and

destroyed by the action (or non-action) of local government. It is this
belief which determines who he sees .as the real enemies: the Jewish/
Red clique which run local government. This Leftist conspiracy
which seeks to destroy the indigenous British community. These are
men of evil; bureaucrats, developers, politicians and media people.
His command of local politics is good and he knowsmost of the local
politicians by sight. The labour clique which runs Hackney deserves
nothing but condemnation for its attitude tothe real problems which
create this type of thinking.
r

Day‘s beliefs leads to a rather
Apart from guarding the HeadOdd attitude to blacks - they are
quarters, Derrick directs his
not the primary enemy, merely the attention to the young members.
victims of manipulative forces.
He's concerned with the way
Hers fond or saying; ‘I‘ve nothing they‘re losing their youth tothe
against niggefs . in their Own
.}3|_-rush Movement, who can Offer
more in the way of violence and
country‘. There‘s an element of
trips to the country (for pseudotruth in this, in that he would
military activities) . At the
merely repatriate the blacks; he
moment he"s attempting to get
would destroy the left/Jewish
the money for a few fields .where
element. I
the YN F can hold camps.
There is a dichotomy in the NF v -Derrick feels that elements in
attitude to blacks. The youths .see the Directorate do not pay enough
them as ha real threat, a violent
attention to the young members
force, which needs tobe combat- A and he suspects (quite rightly)
ted. The older ge neration seems
that some leaders find the skins
to have a different image, drawn
from ‘Empire’ propaganda. In this
--in.
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At a young NF Social a youth
complained about the price of beer
(60p a pint). Derrick Day grabbed the
diiﬂlding lndlvidlnll by line lellele
lewefed niln in l3ﬁl'iek'$ llelgnii “Ive

Derrick my removed a heckler during an election meeting in Islington.
Afterwards JT asked him why he’d
done it. “Well he swore, didn't he”.
Upon receiving a surprised look “'Ihere's ha fucking time and place

U’
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for everything”.

In-_

the black is seen as quiescent,
passive - sleeping in the sun all
day, when he "should be working.
He is deferential, lazy and physically he is no threat to whites.‘ .
Derrick adopts the latter attitude
He describes the eating habits of
blacks as being akin to those of a
gorilla

laughed.

Webster on Derrick Day‘s wife.
Webster may have survived, but
he's keeping in the background.
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Mind you, a visit to his home
will not confirm the civilising
__..----—-—-—-—————-—
influences of a belief in white
It may interest you to know the
' it I
b r e even
iupiinor y‘ . remem e on
i police aren't fond of Derrick either.
mg in Excalibur House, (after
At City Road Police Station (his
listening to one of Tyndall’s
local) his mug-shot is included
‘hang ‘em up for sheepstealing'
among the local ‘villains’ which
speeches) hearing Harry Roberts
adorn one wall. He is listed a.s‘local
(ex-security guard - always in
agr'tator' and his suspected crimes short trousers) receive a lecture
are
listed
as
(if
I
rernemba
correctly)
by phone from Denicks wife burglary, assault and criminal dannge
He'd clipped her son around the
ear for scrawling on thewalls.
It’s good toknow the Young NF
repulsive. Money allocated for
is attracting the best of British
Excalibur house was wasted - he
youth.
could have got the materials far
Incidentally. Derrick, do
you remember how your wife said
I looked like a commie when She
first saw me... and how you

oint Derrick. He reserves his
hatred, however, for Martin
Webster, or ‘chunky bollocks ,_" as
he calls him. I remember at the
last AGM, where Webster had
called for the exclusion of all
Freemasons, Derrick came on
next and said that if they were
going to exclude Freemas ons
constitutionally they should do
the same to‘queers' (his word).
He was cheered to the echo and
Webster lost that vote.
The recent widely advertised
schisms (or the ‘atmosphere of
intemalparty loyalty and unity"
as the members bulletin puts it)
was the result of an attack by

more cheaply (fell off the back of
a lorry, guv’) and could have
carried out the renovations .in half
the time. p
The recent eclipse of Fontaine
and Kavanagh will not dissapp-

He was not on the latest march.
All this means promotion for
comrade Day. Usually after a
march Webster conducts the Dutch
auction for cash - but after the
last march it was Day. Day‘s
(rather slavish) devotion to Mr
Tyndall seems a real guarentee
of his promotion.
One of the most horrifying
features of the NF recently has
been Derrick’s conversion to
pacifism. Nowadays he can be
seen on marches, in his off-white
mac, trotting up and down trying
to ignore the Reds, just a quick
word to the stewards here and
there. Mr Tyndall tells him what
the Party need and Day puts .it to

the national stewards - ‘not in
front of the cameras, lads’. These
days ya lot of Front violence is
from the stewardszkicking the
hordes back into line when they
attempt any move towards the
I
anti-fascists. Mr Day as the East
End thug is bad enough; Mr Day
as politician is horrific.

PETER.
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How to beat the Law at its own game
So you’re in trouble, you need help, but don't want the straight
jacket of the legal system to leave you behind. What’s the

Why not defend yourself?
Obviously when most people
find themselves in court they hope
to get off, altogether. Alternatively they will aim for the lightest
sentence possible. But in many
cases professional lawyers are a
dead loss. Very few lawyers are
sympathetic enough to devote
enough time and imagination to

their cases. As a result cases are
often fought, leaving an endless
chain of bewildered or ‘sent
down’ defendants in their wake.
This leaves two choices; either
to employ a lawyer whilst at the
same time retaining control over
the case, or self-defence.
Lawyers have a professional
habit of encouraging defendants
to play down their cases and often
insist on at least one plea of
guilt. It is a good idea to handle
this advice with care as there
are ways of conducting a
defence.
Points to remember:
l) Most lawyers want to conduct
the case their way not yours. They
are more concerned about pleasing
the court than supporting the
client.
,
2) Most lawyers are completely
out of touch with how the other
half lives. They come from a
world of savi-Ile row suits and
public schools. They are defending people about whom they are
unbelievably ignorant. They
belong to a legal ‘club’: good for
deals but bad for justice.
3) If you defend yourself you
immediately alter the atmosphere
of the courtroom. You are a challenge to the legal robots; the
prosecutors, the defence lawyers,
the magistrateslanpd judges. They
are used to the same performances
day-in day-out. You are a strange
intruder in the legal jungle. Intruders can cause a few upsets and
a few surprises.
4) You and only you know the
facts of your case. Your lawyer

can only guiess when the prosecution is lying. You know because,

I

While you are in the cells a
McKenzie advisor is entitled to
consult with you. Every court is
forced to allow a solicitor’s clerk
to visit a client and this applies

There is plenty for your advisor
to do, especially in a heavy case.
This is why it is a good idea to
answer? The Newham Alternative Project, a branch of Radical
get a solicitor; claim legal aid
Alternatives to Prison, has produced a useful guide to selfand employ your McKenzie as a
to McKenzie lawyers.
help, which we publish below
fully paid solicitor’s clerk. Your
In R v Greenfield and others,
solicitor might not like the idea,
Unless Yell Were framed. Ye“ were sitting with you in court, to act
the Mcl<enzies went down to the
but then it’s your head on the
there. ln this way the‘ confrontatas your |ega| ad.,,;SOr_
cells everyday. They also attend- block and anyway you have a
ion is more real and not just based How to choose your friend
~
ed all the legal conferences with
fundamental right to have things
On YOLIT laW€l'S second-hand l(l'lOW"
Rather than chgosing just any...
the briefs and made solicitors’
done your ownway.
led8e- This El‘/e5 YOU more Chance one you should pick on someone
visits at the prisons every weekRemember in any big case, like
Of $h°Wl"8 the natural bias °f 3
you know and trust who has plenty end.
those at the Olld Bailey, legal aid
prosecution witness, which inval- of cOmmon5en5e_ This does not
has to cover the exhorbitant costs
idates his/her evidence in law. No have to be a quahfied |awyer, but IN CROWN COURT CASES IT IS
not only of a solicitors clerk but
DESPERATELY
IMPORTANT
TO
lawyer can do this in quite the
it helps if it is someone with
also of two barristers and a silk
PUT‘YOUR
Mcl(ENZlE
UNDER
same way.
some knowledge of the law as
or QC. When the judge begins to
THE
AUSPICES
OF
A
SOLICITOR
5) 5) If Yell defend Yeufself YOU
you will have to work out the law
grumble
about
giving
you
legal
aid
UNDER
THE
SOLICITORS’
ACT.
can ask the sort of awkward
on your case together.
with a McKenzie, you should not
SOLICITORS
HAVE
THE
POWER
questions that lawyers avoid or
Before your case you and your
lose
the
opportunity
of
pointing
TO
APPOINT
ANYONE
NECESS’
which they would not dare to ask. M¢|(en;ie 5h°u|d go down to the
out that your McKenzie is saving
ARY
FOR
THE
EFFICIENT
CONAll lawyers are shackled by the
courts together:
money, both for the courts and the
DUCT
OF
THE
CASE
AS
A
dlselpllne ef ber bi8°'¢TY and
l) to work out your relationship
taxpayers.
TEMPORARY
SOLlClTOR’S
legal training, most are scared
to court procedures.
CLERK.
stiff of standing up to the judge.
2) to learn a bit about how
For the record
Here are a few cases where
The lawyers first loyalty is to
procedures work so that you are _ Defendants must give clear
instructions to their solicitors
legal aid for solicitors was continthe court, not to the client. If you
not taken by surprise.
about this. Solicitors then have
ued with Mcl<enzies employed and
are your own lawyer, you can’t be
3) to start planning your own
a professional duty to comply.
defendants defending themselves.
intimidated.
little scheme for dealing with
During your trial your advisor
R v Howe Beese Gordon
upitty judges.
6) A bigoted magistrate may
is there to give you feedback one
Kentish Mangrove 9 trial
well find it embarrassing to pass
lf you know someone you can
how youare faring; can the jury
Offenbach solicitors.
his usual sentence on you. Remem work with who happens to be a
ber magistrate's courts are not
solicitor’s clerk, lawyer or invol- hear you, are you rabbiting on a
Rv Oz Magazine,
bit too much, is your style too
ved in a law centre, this a good
used to opposition to the police.
Richard Neville
aggressive, are you making a
lt causes them to lose a' bit of
choice. If you are stuck for a
Offenbach solicitors
their aristocratic nerve if you put McKenzie, try finding other people strong enough impression on the
R v Greenfield
jury?
upa fight (in the legal and moral
in the same boat and organise a
Angry Brigade
If
you
get
interrupted
a
lot
by
sense")
bit of self-help - perhaps acting
Siefert & Sedley
the
bench,
or
generally
lose
your
7) When your case is not being
as McKenzies for each other.
thread, turn immediately to your
tried in a magistrate's court the
This is possibly the best arrangMcKenzie and, even in the middle
These cases should ensure you
ement. To find out who is on
only way to overcome the legal
of proceedings, ask for a quick
get legal aid. Don’t be put off.
trial and defending themselves,
barriers is to communicate with
the jury. When you have a lawyer
contact local trade union branches, conference in order to clarify a
NB. Your McKenzie lawyer has no
matter
for
the
jury,
or
because
you appear merely as the accused communI';. newspapers, TIME OUT
right to speak for you in court.
certain
rules
of
evidence
or
agitprop .n London and of course
object of the legal arguments.
However, if he or she is very
points
of
law
need
to
be
clarified.
the Newham Alternatives Project
Defending yourself you come
good on a point of law then it is
Any
old-excuse
goes
for
their
What a McKenzie does.
across as a real person. The
possible to apply for permission
adjournments,
the
same
goes
for
A McKenzie firstly helps to
issues will involve the jurors
to address the court on this matter.
yours.
more directly and their conciences Plan th6'C8Se- Thl$ I5 8 IOI Of
This is entirely at the court’s
Throughout
the
ordeal
in
the
are more likely to be jerked a
work even with a solicitor and
discretion. It has been done as
dock,
your
McKenzie’s
job
is
not
solicitors are not terribly efficilittle by efforts to expose the
few times in magistrate’s courts
just
about
legal
advice
but
also
ent. Statements have to be taken
truth. If the jury likes you, you
and if legal aid has been refused
about
moral
support.
If
you
need
a
from witnesses and points of law
will have a fantastic advantage.
there IS then the legal argument to
glass
of
water,
HMSO
statistics
have to be unearthed from dusty
jurors often also appreciate the
be a full advocate if that is what
on
crime
in
Inner
London
in
I978,
textbooks and law librairies. You
man or woman who is prepared to
the defendant prefers.
or
press
cuttings
to
document
should also prepare yourself by
stand up against all the odds of
prejudicein
a
particular
case,
rehearsing
cross-examination
with
class justice.
your advisor is the one to see to
(D%C§ I
your
friends.
What is a McKenzie?
it.
Inside the court
I
j When you defend yourself, you
At court you will be surrendershould make full use of the I970
ing yourself to bail. That is
McKenzie
Court of
assuming you were lucky enough
Appeals decision, which gives
to get bail in the first place.
you the right to have any friend
. ';w
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@The Newham Alternatives Project@

This article came from the Newham Alternative Project, which (in
its own words); ‘aims to reduce the number of people sent to penal
institutions in the East London area’. NAP aims to support participants (people on deferred sentence) whilst they try to overcome the
problems of housing, work, finance, isolation and education. It has
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a Home Office grant but has continually to search. for extra money.
Seventy-five per cent of prisoners (who serve over eighteen months)
are ultimately reconvicted. However, eighty six per cent of people on
deferred sentences who visit NAP are found not to reoffend.
56, Dames Road is a close, warm, friendly place where participants are encouraged to help and to be supportive to each other. It
needs helpers, particularly local ex-cons, to give some of their time
to the centre. You can contact the Project at 56, Dames Rd, E7 ODR
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(tel 01- 555 0239).

if

Well, everyone else hos USQCI

if

‘Breakout’, a prisoners’ and ex-prisoners’ news-sheet and information guide is published from the same address. It is intended for
working class people in related struggles. Policy meetings are held
every two weeks on Wednesdays at 7pm.
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In the name of Allah

most merciful
and compassionate
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Those of you who have been unfortunate enough
to see this creature on demonstrations will find it
interesting that he officially lists his occupation
as ‘disabled’. A good case could be made for
cerebral damage, but physically he seems a
relatively fine specimen of Anglo-Saxon manhood.
He (very modestly) lists his age as ‘over 21’,
but then he’s probably forgotten it. However, I
think it's fairly safe to say that he’s below

pensionable age. If this is the case then it seems
likely that he is receiving money from the
Department of Health and Social Security (and I
hope the defamation trial will agree with me on

this).
If I may digress from my theme for a paragraph
or two, Derrick"s female offspring (a real flower
of the Nation) once made disparaging remarks to
some members of the local black community, who
responded in the same spirit. Upon being informed
of this Derrick loaded up a car with pick-axe
handles. They intended to impress upon the local
coloured citizenry concerned, the superiority of
British civilisation.
This incident is merely illustrative, but it
brings me to one of my two main points. Firstly,

how can a man who is capable of such violence,
register himself disabled (and presumably receive
money on the strength of it).
My second point is rather more fundamental.
There is a team of three permanant security
guards for Excalibur House, who work a shift

system. It is generally believed in the Front that
these guards are paid for their work and I have
seen money exchanged between Richard Verrall

T

kg;

...the rewards for the professional loafer are
considerable. An indiscriminating welfare state
hands out benefits so bountifully that the margin

of advantage in doing a regularjob is reduced
sometimes to no more than two or three pounds a
week- This has led to many people going on
social security as a permanent way of life and
then supplementing their state benefits with odd
jobs “on the side’ which in fact bring their income
up to a level well above what they can earn by
full time employment.
The National Front is resolved to put a stop
to these abuses.’ (page 23)

Right on!
A perspicacious analysis, but where does that '
leave Derrick and his fellow ‘work-shy
scroungers? Well. on page 55 (where they outline their proposals for workcamps for the workshy) they make a special exception for the disabled, so Derrick can breathe a sigh of relief.
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Now, this paper has nothing against those
people who attempt to reduce the DHSS"s massive
surplus of unpaid benefits. However, we wonder
how all this fits in with the F‘ront's policy. We
can go to no higher authority than the National
Frontis Manifesto, which is the F‘ront‘s most
definitive policy statement:
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and Derrick Day. The guards are supposed to be
voluntary, but the payments and the regular shift
system lead one to suppose that Derrick is a
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"" ancl Brian?

Following the revolution in Iran, reports of women being beaten
for refusing to wear veils, the TV shots of women demonstrating
against a regime which refuses them even basic rights of self-identity,
bring home to westemwomen the plight of over 200 million of their
sisters in the less-developed world.
The irony of the Iranian revolution has not been lost on most of the
British left. The revolution which promised so much has been swamped by the power of the Islamic religious leaders. For the women, at
least, it might even have been better if the revolution had never
occured.
In 1967 the Iranian government passed the Family Protection Act.
The Act was partly desidned to raise the status of Iranian women. It
became illegal for girls to be married before they reached the age of

15 and it outlawed the practice of ‘sighe’ temporary marriages - a
religiously sanctioned form of prostitution: Even before this men
were prevented from polygamy without the consent of their existing
wives - although the high level of illiteracy amongst women meant
that they were frequently cheated.
It is not as though the government put forward these measures
because it really wanted sexual equality - but they were a start. The
path of Iranian women is" now pointing in totally the opposite direction.
In the Muslim world women are
earlier societies a women was
even worse off than elsewhere in
really seen as unclean, especiathe less-developed world. Urban
lly during her menstrual cycle.
employment figures, for example,
Women were seen as naturally
show that while an average of
promiscuous,in needof tight res25% of women in the less-develtraint and as a distraction to a
oped countries work, the figure
pious man. But althoughaccqrdis only 5% for Middle Eastern
ing to the Hadith (traditions
women.
based on the sayings and doings
Being female in a Muslim
of the prophet) the majority of
world means almost total subthose in hell are women, womenmission to either husband or
father. Women have no say in the can still reach paradise; through
extremes of piety. _
choosing of a husband and are
Inequality is a structural part
passed from hand to hand like
of the Islamic faith, but despite
property. Sexual repression is
that in the 6th century it meant a
such that in some countries the
loss of virginity is punishable by better deal for women. It was as
the religon of the establishment
death and the barbaric custom of
that it came to be a force of
female circumcision is still the
reaction. And ingenious ways.
norm in several countries.
Not surprisingly early marriage were soon found to contain the
new found rights for women.
is common. But marriage offers
Even among the liberal muslims.
only limited security because
divorce is an easy process for the of the 20th century sexual
equality is not acceptable. Seyyed
man. Neither is there much sec
Hossein Nasr writing in 1965
security involved in being one of
believed “The rebellion of Muslim
four wives .
women in certain quarters of
As time goes by western
Islamic society came when men
attitudes are being filtered into
themselves ceased to fulfil their
the system. Urban women are
religious function and lost their
considerably freer than their
virile and patriarchal charater".
rural counterparts and the spread
He could not accept that women
of education is often followed by
might be reacting against centua relaxation of the stricter rules.
,9
0
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Birth control may be frowned on
but it is fast becoming popular.
And veils are gradually being
lowered.

y

Sexual repression is still
rampant. In Iran, for example,
when men have tended to adopt
the freer sexual attitudes of the
West, women are still kept tightly

Through the wonders of influence,
nepotism and pure arse-licking,
XTRA is able to lring you sneak a
Preview Of Monty Python’s
i in check.
So there is repression of women
Life of Brian.
Its appearance in London will in Islamic society. But how far
is this due tothe religion itself?
provoke a great deal of controversy.
The Life of Brian is an irreverant Study of Islam reveals that it
look at the life of a mistaken Messiah began life as Ia champion of
women“s rights.
who iendrres a number of adventures
Muhammed represented a fundanot far removed from those experienmental challenge to the social
ced by a famous person 1,979 years
mores of 6th and 7th century Arab
ago. It is very blasphemous if you
Society. Nowhere is this more so
take it seriously, the language is
coarse to say the least, and there is than in his attitude to the family.
Muhammed emphasised kind
some full frontal nudity (which in
fact is the funniest scene in the whol treatment of women, but, perhaps
whole movie). Nothing is sacred and more importantly, changed the
politics cones in for quite a bashing dowry system so that it became a
as the opportunity and setting is used gift rather than a down payment
for the wife. The ‘gift’ had to
to make a joke of the Arab-Israeli
conflict and contemporary Left wing/ remain intact throughout the
terrorist practices. It is perhaps not marriage and, if there was a
divorce,
it
became
the
basis
of
as consistently funny as the Holy
the
wornen’s
economic
security.
Grail but there are sufficient
Islam was a religion in which
surprises, hilarious sequences and
incisive set pieces to leave everyone women could participate - albeit
as unequal partners. As in other
satisfied, entertained and provoked.

ries of repression.
The first time this came home
to me was .during an argument
with an intelligent and fairly
westernised Iranian. Unable to
answer my persistent question
Khomeini's attitude to women, he
turned to me angily: ' ‘Western
women only have the freedom to
be prostitutes"! But acceptance
of traditional sexual valueslis
not just found among men. Try
arguing against fixed marriages
with many young Muslim women
and you will see what I mean. _

The Islam reaction can be ".
attributed to.some extent, and
certainly in Iran, to a desire to
remain culturally independant of
the ‘West. It can also be attributed to the extraordinary strength
of fundamentalism. Islam is now a
curiously inflexible religion.
All of thishelps to stifle any
resistance. And where, as in _Iran,
fundamentalism is the ascendancy,
the route to freedom seems.
unusually steep and rocky.
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a word, exploited? lf S9.

people ln Production have to work
very long hours on a regular basis
- or, to put it another way, if any
of them decide not to work over-

(Please) ’

BY OUR COMMON STAFF
Plans
unveiled
in
the
Queen’s
TRAi would like to hear from time. three lnesezineeweuld
Speech to “denationalise’ ’ the V
rapidly grind to a halt. These
°u_' as we ere p|a_nmng 3,
people have to work to all hours
Church of England and the Monarchy
erles 0" this 5llhleet- This
for two or three ni g hts a week .caused uproar in the House of
eek: HAYMARKET PU BLl5H- anything up to the small hours.
Conmons last week.
_
(Flecently one person worked
'I'he shock plan is regarded as yet
"G LTD'
untill 4 in the moming and had to another indication of the Govembe in again at 8 that same morning ment’s determination to reduce what
ih the test ti“ 'tt°“ths' Hayma" Now the rate for overtime was
Mrs Thatcher has graphically
Gt. Pl.lb|iS|1il'lQ in Fflth Street has
0|-iginauy £-L50 per hour p|uS a
described as “the overwhelming
ad tWO bﬂmb SCHTES. At ﬁl'St
|ump Sum of
‘Subsistence’
i9ht this mi9ht seem sl"'Ptisih9
when working after 7.30pm. Hardly burden of the State on ordinary
iven that the publications such
generous, even given the feet the £20,000 a yearcompany directors”.
Defending the decision, Sir Keith
s Computing and Accountancy
sums were tax-tree (a tax dodge,
Joseph described the C of E and the
ge do not seem overtly political something in which Haymarket
Monarchy as ,‘ ‘the seventh of Britain’s
blications. On the other hand,
Seems ’t0 speeieilse - silii. What
six poisons” (the others being trade
aymarket also publishes two
ea" Ye" ettpect trot" 3 Compahy
.
. I
which publishes Accountancy Age unions, the working class, Arabs,
"sh medical magazine: a:d-Mid 9) But recently, concerned at the
Socialists - “especially this neoichaei _Hese_m"e’ got en‘ awe
amount of overtime that was being
socialistgovernmentarrl myself in
°"Y
“'h'zz"i"d
amt
pia7b°y’
was
aid
out
to
certain
individuals
,
'
.
P
s
partictllar”, unmarried mothers and
Otlltdet ieiht member °t the t""h
(ignoring the fact that they were
Mr Wedgewood Benn). He described
14 Yeats 39° and he tmd his Wits
sometimes working almost round
ontrol the company today.
the clock to get it), it was announ the institutions as .“outdated mono-.
Talking of Heseltine, he would ced that subsistence could not be lithic bureaucracy-laden institutions
erta'nl a prove of the way it is claimed if overtime wasalso clai whose demands on taxpayers have
become increasingly great", and
run ttidaiy. test year it made a
ed hetweeh 5-30 ahd 7-30pm‘ in
.
th
d ,
lo ees could be
attacked the “cossetted inﬂationprom ot we" over £3m' over
\(ivor‘ii<|il'iAg0iilSl aiiiinliioutis tor £1 .50
proofed incomes and blanket job
000 per emplyee. And how?
per hour!
eiit the ‘"3995 °t m°st °t its
That's to say, it actually costs security” which their enployees
enjoy. Nbreover, he alleged, one
Pi°Ysss is se|'taihiY as ieet°"Haymarket no more per hour to
In the Preduetien deeenlnent et
pay overtime, than during the day instituticn perpetuated the existence
FrithStreet, for instance, the
(although employees benefit from of the other - “it was, after all, the
basic wage is just over £57 per
the fact that overtime is tax free) Socialist Henry VIII who nationaleek for the bulk of employees.
And the i'iaYm3Ti<e_t Empieymeht
ised the C of E all those years a@;
The union rate for similar work
Centtact is S“tti°'e"tiY V39“? to
I would argue that that was the root
let the employers get away wlth
lsewhere is upwards
of
£90.
cause of Britain’s economic, social
_
.
lt.
and moral decline which we witness
But Pt°ttt'°t'°" wetkets at _ _
To secure a rise, one has to
avinerket ere net ellewed te leln negotiate individually. Haymark- today”.
tmi°h- TYPi°eiiY= the Terr idea et seem none too concerned if
Rumour has it that Sir Keith Joseph
i 'it’eed0m' Ohiy efttehde ee that
their staff leave after only a few
is planning to “hive off" the
s the right not to ioln a unlon (as months, and as the empmymeht
industries. to private industry. He
ftmwiek emPi°Yees dieeeveted
situation is so bad, they have
indicated that he would like them to
to their eeet leet veer)- And With- little difficulty in finding replacerun
by
“a
buccaneering,
enthusout a union. such an elementary
meme - after eii, they can be
tiv
industrialist
who
has
the
eeneept ee employees’ rislhte tlv trained fairly quickly. So the
fit motive as his prime concern“.
ut of the window. Divide and
workers’ bargaining power is
t is believed that this was reference
ule is the order of the day. Anpreeiieeiiy hii,
_ther ease ie Keep Changing the
Now, what was ‘that being
Sir Freddie Laker who has preves
said about Unions not being
ly expressed interest in “breakThe question of overtime
necessary ln this day and age?
g down these ancient monopolies
d introducing some competition
in the ‘2 Rs’ - Religion and Royalty“

Fbr example , there was “absolutely
no reason why Britain should not rave
several Queens - or King for that
matter. That way, consumers could
express their preference; at the end

BABY

O'
I
_ Film censorship has been a perenially thorny problem for the
British establishment, with its political and moral implications, and
rather than confronting the issue it has been hived-off. It is a typical
British compromise in that legally the local authorities have the
responsibility to vet films, yet for 60 years have largely been content
to allow a small independent professional body, with neither legal
status or powers to exercise it
‘As far backasi.-1909 local authorities were given the powers to
licence cinemas because of fears for the physical safety of cinemagoers. However a number of subsequent legal decisions extended
their scope and they became the guardians of the o.
of
cinema-goers. However, inconsistent decisions by individual authorities caused problems for the industry as they had to guess what
would be acceptable and in which areas. Hence on the industry’s own
initiative the British Board of Film Censors was established in 1913
to make nationally acceptable judgements, independent of the industry, and power toienforce such judgements would lie solely in
persuasion.
public gains immediate admission
Since 1913 the Home Office has on payment of a fee. Different
endorsed the system under the
conditions apply to clubs,
has been its inconsistency, which
BBFC and has at no time become societies and festivals, which do
has tended to reflect the eharaeter
directly involved in censorship
not directly concern the BBFC.
of its Secretary. Relatively progrissues. The Cinematogaph Act of Hence films refused certificates
1952 gave local authorities the
can still be seen, although private essive Secretaries such as John
legal responsibility for the censor- pi-oeeeuriou on a, variety of, grouncb Trevelyan and Stephen Murphy
have actively promoted liberalship of films for children but as
might ensue, as happened when
isation, but James mrman, the
With their p0Wel‘S 110-0et1S0l‘ films Pasolini"s Salo was shown at the
present incumbent has recently
for adults, the local authorities, Compton in London,
_
instituted a major retrogressive
with the-recent exception of the
Abolition of film censorship
GLC and their viewing oommittee for adults would allow individual step. Namely, in the name of
under Enid wjsrrjoh, were 13,1-geiy preferences to be satisfied as the conforming with the new Protection of Children Act he called in
content toallow the BBFC to
individual Wettile. es eempeted
gontjnue unhindered end u[1[°iVa,1led .

This is the institutional status
of the BBFC toda Y» exce P t that
its jurisdiction lies only with
film performances in publicly
licensed cinemas to. which the

with the present situation where

the choice is circumscribed on
what is called an obleettve
basis, but Which can only he @09sidered unsatisfactory and very
arbitrary.
The BBFC's greatest failing

of each year we could have a comp
etition on TV for ‘Monarch of the
Year"."" As for the Church, Sir Freddie believed that he could “dranatically increase attendance on Sundays y
by livening up the proceeding’ ’ .
For example, “Communirn ‘could be
made a far more joyous proceeding
with a whole variety of drinks and
sweetmeats, rather than the miserable little portions handed outto-t
day. Cabaret, folk-singing and
maybe some pun k-rock bands would

make a welcome change from outdated dirge-like hymns. And 1et’s,
brighten up the Churches - bash g
down all that stained glass double
glazing and make them far more
cosy....And of course special transport laid on - Sl<yChurch..,."°
Labour MPs have naturally
attacked the proposals as just
another vicious attack on the work-

ing class today. Traditionally, Royalty and the CofE have beensupplied free to all, regardless of race,
creed or personal wealth. Now we’re
back to the 14th Century and the
Means Test. Pensioners, singleparent families, the un-employed
and the sick-minded will be hit
hardest. With regard to the Church,
Britain will be forced to rely increasingly on cheap imported Italian
livestock. And with possibly dozens
of Queens and King, Billy Smart’ s
Circus and ‘The Sound of Music’ will

inevitably be forced off TV on Christ
mas llhy to make way for a plethora
of Queenie and King’s Addresses,
forcing the masses to resort even more to drinking huge quantities of alcohol, thus lining the pockets of the
barons of the drink trade....."
The Tribune Croup has demanded
that when Labour is retumed to p0W&‘
in 100 years time the Industries sh oul
be “renationalised without compensation" and that meanwhile Labour
should fight with every unconstitutional means availible to kill off this
threat to our treasured National
Heritage”. It is not yet clear whether
Mr Callaghan’s plea to Prince Philip
for support in the campaign will be
successful.

is inde ensible and totally
illogical piece of retrospective
censorship is an alarming precedent and does not bode well for
the untouched future of Lolita or
Dearest Love, nor for the Tin A
Drum by Volker Schloendorff
which shared this years Best
Film award at Cannes. Children
should indeed be allowed some
protection from exploitation both
in films or by them, but the same
barrier is hardly necessary for
all copies of Taxi Driver and
grown people quite able to decide
excised a scene where Jodie
for themselves what they can
Fnster resses her head a inst
the fully clothed crotch of Robert tolerate and what they cannot.
do Niro; Pretty Baby was cut as
The famous butter/sodomisation
some scenes in the brothel with
scene in Last Tango in Paris was
Broke Shields were considered too rendered less explicit by cuts but
explicit.
it was still impossible to mistake

-—-
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what was actually going on. g
Similarly the refusal of a certificate for Oshima"s Ai No Corrida
has not prevented it from being

widely shown, seen and appreciated in London without the city
being turned into a hOi§:b€d of

sacrificial sex. Increasing liberalisation may be a step in the
right direction but cannot hope to
satisfy the demands for total
abolition of censorship for adults
‘Protection’ from unsavoury films

or sequences also amounts to.
depriving and limiting the individual from judging for himiherself,
a task which is thought possible
by the BBFC but not for the rest
ofus.
I
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Contmued
higher death rate) than nuclear
power (possibly resulting in a

mering to have strip mining of
coal banned, as there are anti-

higher death rate).

nukers.

In a highly populated country
like Britain, a vast energy supply
is not a luxury but essential for
virtually all aspects of life. No
power means no jobs, no produc
tion no industry, noheat, no light
no cooking; (remember what
caused the three day week)!

Windmills! (Arh! now we’re
getting to the nitty grittyl). I used
to look out of the lounge window
when I was a kid and count the
mill chimneys in the centre of
Bradford. l’d loose count before
lid eveiittiiiieti my heeIi- NOW.

A reduction in the availibility

of power would result in much
lower rates of production of
goods, depressing the whole of
industrialised society. This in
tum will cause severe cutbacks
in research and development of
all kinds causing a decline in

such things as the health service
due to a lack of high technological input. Thousands of
people would die because of such
a lack of energy.
Instead of machines replacing
human labour we would have to
go back to the 60 or 70 hour week
of strenuous work. The whole
quality of life would be drastically reduced.
Controlled energy and power is
what has created the society we
live in. When the only controlable
energy was human labour and
muscle power it was all people
could do to scratch out pa living
from the ground. Animals harnes-

sed to ploughs increased the
production of food per farmer,
releasing others to become craftsmen and the like.
The quality of life changed
little for centuries until energy
was harnessed to useful work on
a large scale. To the working
people of this country, the industrial revolution was the most
beneficial event ever to occur.

All aspects of peoples lives were
drastically improved . The effects
of the wrought iron bedstead
alone, on the rumatic and back

diseases, is comparable the
achievements of the whole labour
movementin history. The overall
result was a massive increase in
life expectancy. Put more
dramatically; the use of energy
gave people life!
The answer to the above, of
corse, is that the anti-nukers
don’t want to stop energy use
but merely to control the increase
in usage and develop altemative
sources. My reply to that is two.
fold:

‘
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"Gross inequalities” in the global
distribution of nuclear waste, was
the main subject ‘of discussion in
last week's meeting of the friends of
Radioactivity (FOR) group.

p

p

showing

that We put a Windmill an every

roof. on Waste ground and 111 our
and jUSt 3.b0Ut

everywhere, making the whole
country look like a squashed
iieegehegOn most days in this country
t
1 e u h wer f or ever’ OSUPPY
I108
P0
Y
one wo.d need so many Windmills’

At the meeting the bulk of Frierids
efRadjQa,c1;ivity delegta agreed
wiihihe Chan-person, Mr Guy Ger,
that the pfoblem was not one to be
“solvedin years, even centuries,
but could only be dealt with by
education of public opinion”. Mr Ger

The group whose aim is to “bring

at i’.§‘$.’°Z‘L’it :t;t.ttz:r we -I

gardens,

1

=-

a mere 7% of

wooos poooaoon owns 84% of an
_

I

_de.

t

last (11 t-hls m3.tt€[', and

urged MIS Thatcher het to be "rt-tau-

M messed nuclear waste mother
pr ‘

be

“EH

accompanied by stickers, leaﬂets,
TV commercials promoting such
“catchy S10@.IEii of _“Nuclear waste
is fl1l1”!, “Nuclear waste -- are you
getting enou@”? and “Nuclear
waste - you know it makes sense”;
* a “systermtic attack” (I1 the EEC
so-called “nuclmr waste mountain”.
The Ultra-Leftists described the
EEC C0lTIIliSSi(IlS proposal to sell

ehhed by ah uni-epresentative minority nuclear waste cut-price to tl1=>
-

more,
there
is
strong
evi
nce
o
Show that the .Thod world is ..Sovo,_
ly deprived” with ova 90% of the
’ - peinhuen iecewmg less than what
is normally regarded as the necessary
.
..
.
level of radioactivity. Admittedly this

of cfanks, ne0_LudditeS,

_
'
Fascistsand trouble-makers”. Nuclear waste, he went on, was the
foundation upon which Britain’s
economy eeuie be built-

that to build them all we wouldn’t is Petty title t° ti1°te°t thetmany

Russiansas “outrageous, considering
that millions of British people,
especially old-age pensioners can
scarcely afford any of the stuff, and
often have to exist on inferior
substitutes like ash.
S

With FOR’s “militant” faction
be able to leave any trees stand- “imeeteeveiepee nations" have ete‘
Howeva, the ‘ultra-left’ or ‘militant’ stepping up pressure, it seems .likely
ing. Forests of windmills is not
ieeiiimieti tati°°S atmit cancel’ (Some faction of FOR condermed Ger’s
that the group will become more
my idea of progress!
tit than even tegaitiitig it as evil)’
ct‘-H.li8l’I'l&l1', (even before he had begun
radical generally, with derms and
Windmills or course could only
but as FOR have Peiiiteti °“t= it is
speaking) as “reactionary, wishypublic carnpagis (including civil
ever be used as a suppliment to
mainly bee”-“Se the west has
washy platitudes” and demanded a
disobedience , if needs .be) being the
a main power supply which lacked
_
“far-reaching alternative strategr
order of the day. It is expected that
the general inconsistancies of i
“eitPi°1teti tile Ttlilii Wetiti t° elicit e and a 500-point plan” which
FOR will start promoting the idea of
wind. So what is going to be the
tiegtee that they efe HOW lllleble t0
included: »
‘DIY
nuclear
waste’
selling
special
ma in Source?
develope nuclear waste producing
‘kits’. with which any iritellignt
Wave power is alittle more
intitlettiee et theif OW" and are
layperson can “create nuclear waste
consistent as there is always
-tieliemiellt ell the West tel eXPeI1eiVe l ,,, ooomonio, mood Soviets which
in his/her own home”. Trouble;
'
$7
'
some movement of water. Howevimlietts would anoooto oooleol. Waste to
however, can naturally be expected
er, the scale of any wave energy
those in greatest oooo _ ootooly
from CARNAGE, the Campaign for
collector neede to provide a
_
_
Single parent to-mﬂioo, ooooiooere
Real Nuclear and Atomic twrbage,
significant percentage of our
QUOTE from the Da| ly Mll'l’0l'
and the unemployed;
which believes that most nuclear
(5/10/79), from the Wld0W of a
power, would make the pyramids
waste is rrass-produced, diluted
look like 1e'go_
murdered police constable:
rubbish, and is tlireateiiing to
d o ‘Desmond did not like violence
l‘ ‘boycott’ the major monopolistic
A nun re mile long boom of
and felt that it needed to be
* 3, (gampajgi to “rehabilitate nuclear
wave collectors in the North Sea,
power-plants “until they start givin’
has been surjested. to supply a
t stamped cu“ she said‘
W??? in the p1ub1.i.comii-1diiegytmeans
us nuclear waste like it used to be”,
t-ti
fB
ited
o
reesamp
es
eiver
o
a
as a spokesperson put it.
H
proper
on
0
ii
ams
He
S
millicns
of
homes
throughout
the
land
(as of the 1980 s)‘. However, the
power, cOoL0o’gaS, and Wave
that, vast overcrowding, or
cost of construction in lives and
.
power all fall into this catagory
compulsory birth control.
money’ °.°“Pied with ihe hazards
and jus tone of these can not be
Here, there is no real alternato Shipping and the hkelyhood of
singled out as being the only one tive to nuclear power. The same
breakages in the boom, along with
Clearly’ this is not the ques_
could be said of colonies on the
tee, umehabmiy end micmiroiaf
tion of federalism verses central- moon and on other planets and
bility of the machines in question, ism but rather involves the ba1a_
let alone the cost of maintenance

.
.
. .
'
is (quite horrifying"
And ee tel‘ ee -high brew teehI1010%? end eeﬂtfeliee-tieﬂ 8068. this
must be one for the totalitarian
state.
And now, last but not least,
S0181’ energy AS all energy SOl1I‘C8S

011 eefttl Ofigiﬂete tI'0lI1 S01-er

energy tapping it directly eeeme
Ptetty ieglee-L H0WeVeI‘. Wlnd.

waves and coal are the result of i
5013-1‘ energy ettikillg the eefth

aver vast areas. Solar rianele an »

nce between autonomy and federalism, and the scale of both. All
individuals cannot have their own
power supply fulfilling all their
needs. All the machines in a
factory will share a common
power source.

space stations. One could not

afford to lose power every time
the sun went below the horizon.
CONCLUSION

Now the answer lies with the
politicians. Safety wise. there
sre no unsurmountable problems,
apart from those in peoples minds.
Ngw if these Sgufceg are
To say that the politicians will ,
variable, e.g. solar, wind, then
back up continuous supply systerrs never enforce such ideas as those
must be used. An area grid based outlined above, to make sure
nuclear power-stations are safe,
on sa y a coal fired station ( or
is irrelevant. If they won’t do that
nuclear power) could supply an
then they certainly won’t close
area,witha myriad of auxiliary
wind’ and solar units suplimenting down all nuclear plants and
start developing radical new
the central source when conditenergy sources, just because of
ippe are appropriate,
a few demonstrations they heard
Now the area supplied by the
about on the T.V.
main power Station is an autonEverything
can
be
made
safe
if
omous unit, but with the auxiliary
there
is
enough
desire
to
make
it
imits adding power capacity, a
so
It
usually
costs
a
lot
tomake
currently operating power station
‘ th
some ing better, but in the long
may supply millions of people;
run
it
works
out
Cheaper.
The
the entire populations of small
cheapest
designs are
nations or states. Hence this
_
_ always the
arguements against nuclear power Simplest’ and the Simplest are
always
the
safest
and
most
dissapears.
.
eff'c'ent
i i .
Con. versly, unlike
P ht.icians
.
t. 0 u r se 1 v 9
r . coal, wave,
and oil power stations, nuclear
0 .
0. O . . 0
t t.
V F . S.Ze
complexity and inefficiency.
owersaions can a in 1
..
.
.
p- - Politics itself is the essence of
without
significant
lossy in
waste,
incompetence
and
stupidefficienc y. Nuclear en gines on
.
.
ships and submarines allbeit for Hy’ and the problems caused by
_
’
.
th
re
existance
of
liticians
military purposes, are far Sl.lp8l'1(l'
8 me
P0 .
to turbine en g ines . Each home or (and power Seekers of an, kinds)
factory
could
have
its
own
nuclShould
never
be
imdereSnmei'ed'
.
.
.
c le a r we r with t a vernN
ear power generator with a biannual ngm W £13 never hggé bees“

the teei Oi it heme eetliti supply
light and hot,water for all year
Firstly, as stated above, the
more artificial energr is used, the round. But what about heat during
less human labour is necessary.
the Wiiitet?
Solar cells on the roof of a house
The 35 hour week (or the 20 hour
week) is possible now because
Welliti net be etieqllete tel‘ ell the
requirements such as fridge,
machines utilising artificial
energy can replace humanlabour. cooker, T.V., Hi Fi etc. Also
a factory is likely to need many
An abundant supply of energy
times its surface area of solar
means abundant production.
Abundant production of necessary cells. So where are we going to
put them all? For every square
itemsis an important part of the
mile of urban conabation, "we
solution to raising the living
might need another square mile of
standards and life expectancy of
solar panels. And that’s just
the people in the third world to
during the summer.
acceptable levels.
There is, of course always the
THE ALTERNATIVES
political arguement against
nuclear power; that of the nuclear
Secondly, what are the alternastate. Nuclear power is so importives? “The worlds coal reserves tant and dangerous that a totalwill last us for centuries” comes itarian police state will be built
a cry from the back of the room!
up around it. The state will have
Us!!
total control of a few big power
refuelin 8 c Y cle. How much
What about them?, the billions
stations and could cut off whole
autonomy do you want?‘
who.haven’t any coal? What about ares in times of crisis.
In the USSR, (according to the
the 60 or 70 people a year who
These arguements are at least
Soviet Childrens Weekly) life
are dying now just to provide the
good anarchist ones, but far from
is being brought to barren areas
British with coal? What about the complete. The state already can
of
wasteland
by
the
building
of
nuclear wet Stations Where no
unseen effects of coal dust which out off areas, small or large,
T
P0
takes years to kill and maim
from the national grid. Any
other form of energy production
people? What about the envirosystem based on large energy
is feasible. Now there may be
mental effects? Over in the USA
production centre linked into a
objections to developing virgin
there are just as many of the
national grid is liable to state
wasteland, but the current
T-shift and jeans brigade’ clamcontrol and interference. Nuclear
social situation requires either

I

O

.

.

dangerous
in
the
first
place.
Wh t it 11 b
3“
3
Oils dew" iecie this:
If
can reach 3' .”°°’ei an
political
system,
th
tr
h in this,caor dany

°,
er
e°““
Y
W
ete
We
,1“
°
without nuclear power, without

loss of standards of living and
progress; then that society would
be sane enough to develop
nuclear power in complete safety.

The Mad Scientist
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at.

sellers, 11.00-1.30 Saturday mornings.
Boots Corner, High St.

SWINDON area. Contact Mike,

Groundswell larm, Upper Stratton ,
Swindon, Wilts
1837 7324
WESTON-SUPER—MARE Martyn
hour phone service for homosexuals.
Redman, Flat 5, 23 Milton Road
in formation, entertainment guide,
KENT Ramsgate: Peter Ford, 22 Royti medical and legal referrals, flat
Royal Rd. Sevenoaks: Jim Endes by
sharing, or just a chat.
70 Bradboirn
Rape Crisis Centre O1 340 6145 - 24
N. E.Anarchist Federation.
hour service. Information and advice.
16 Park Grove, Hull
Bi1'ﬂ1_iI12ham Rape Crisis Centre now
SCOTTISH LIBERTARIAN Federarunning 24 hour counselling service
tion Nina Woodcock, 74 Arklay St
for women who have been raped or
Dundee tel 814541
sexually attacked. O21 233 2122 (24
DIRECT ACTION MOVEMENT
hrs) or 021 233 2655 ( 10--6pm week
National grouping of class struggle
days)
anarchists. contact :
Squatters Advisory Service O1 359 8814
DAM, 28, Lucknow Drive,
RELEASE 01 289 1123 - Infromation
Sutton-in-Ashfield, Nottinghamshire
and advice about Drugs, the law,
Groups in various towns.
housing and women’s rights. Emergen
ANARCHIST COMMUNIST ASSOCIAcy 24 hour service 01603 8654.
TION. National grouping of class
struggle anarchists. contact:
-To help us to complete thispage
Box 2, 136 Kingsland Haigh Street
end imfomiation to Box 1 51, Rsing
London -E8 2NS.
ree, 182 Upper Street, Islington
Groups in various towns and contact
ndon N1
with DAM elsewhere.
e next issue will be out in time
SOLIDARITY a libertarian communfo r the January sales, so it would be
ist group. contact l23 Lathom Rd.
elpful to have all details in by midLondon E6
December.

COVENTRY John England, Students
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Union, University of Warwick, A
DERBY Collaborators welcome.
Contact Andrew Huckerby, 49 Westleigli Ave. , Derby DE3 3BY tel.
368678.
AST ANGLIAN Libertarians.artyn Everatt, 11 Gibson Gardens,
Saffron Walden, Esssex.
EDINBURGH anarchists meet 8pm on
Monday at First of May Bookshop,

at
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EAST ANGLIAN Libertarians.
Martyn Everett, 11 Gibson Gardens,
Saffron Walden, Essex.
EDINBURGH anarchists meet 8pm on
Monday at First of May Bookshop,
45 Niddrie St. , Edinburgh. p
EXETER Anarchists Soc. Univ. of
Exeter, Devonshire House, Stocker
Road, Exeter.
GLASGOW Anarchist Group. Initially 2
weekly meetings. Br further in form.

ation contact John Cooper, 34
Raithburn Avenue, Castlemilk, G45
GREENWICH &BEXLEY syn dical ist
group, John Ryan, 47 Binsey Walk
London SE2 QTU
I
HASTINGS Anarchist group, Solstice
127 Bohemia Rd St. Leonards-on--sea
Sussex tel. 0424 429537
HIGH BENTHAM Ask at the Dragonfly on Saturdays
HUDDERSFIELD meetings every 2
weeks For details tel. 0484 38156
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It's rather difficult to write an Agitprop column for the first issue
of a new paper, so the imformation below has been stolen from
Freedom Peace News The Leveller the London Weekly amongst
10-11th November - Planning Meeting
others.
g

SEARCHLIGHT hardly anarchist, but

the best analysis of Fascism. Monthly
magazine. AF 8: R Publications,
21, Great Western‘Buildings, 6 Livery
Street 1 Birmin g ham 3 " 35 P

REVOLUTIONARY UNION NEWS and
WORLD LABOUR NEWS two news
I

r

.

sheets produced by the Industrial

Workers of the World in Leeds and
Oldham re specti'vely . Free . _

IWW P. O.

Meeting House, St Martins Lane 8Dm .

1

_

_

_

8th 8: 22nd November - East London
Gay Liberation Front. Meetings
.'
Back Bar, Duke of.F1fe pub, in

Kathenne Rd, Forest Gate , E7

r

,-

to discuss actions at Heysham Nukes

HACKNEY anarchists Dave tel.
249 7042

758 WaPah°“-as 788» Penny S“‘ee‘*-

KINGSTON Anarchist 13 Denmark Rd

Details: University Half Life Group
c/o Students Union, Lancaster Uni.
13th November - Hitish Withdrawal

Kingston-upon-Thames tel 549 2564
LONDON -Workers group Box W c Yo
Rising F,-ee_

from Narbhar Ireland Campaign

in

WEST LONDON Anarchists 7 Pennard

London Group Meeting - 6 Eidsleigh
Sl51'eet- 7'Pm
I7—18th November — London CND
annual Conference. Details CND

Road W12
MALVERN 8: WORCESTER area Jock
Spence, Biro-hwood Hall, Storridge,
Malvern Worcs
MANCHESTER cfo Grass Roots, 109
29 Great James st WC1 te1- 01242
Oxford Rd. M1. Soon to be changed.
0362
'
12th December - London Men’s Centre MIDSUSSEX 3: SOUTH COAST
meeting on Transsexuals. 8pm. Details aﬂafchi-‘F45 C70 Re-iiourceta Centre.
from Danny Cohen c./0 Bread & Roses North Rd. Brighton E. Suxxes
~
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
316 Upper Street, London N1
GROUPS
Black Jake c, "0 115 Westgate Road,
ABERDEEN Libertarian G.0up_

MLlSl'lIO’Ol'I1 I0 Heat

B()()kSh()p,

Saligbufy

SHEFFIELD Anarchists c,»-"0 Havelock
1O
S

-"

Eitiiﬁiata Libertarian am...
IJOII

CHELTENI-IAM anarchists see street

I)€l‘lWyT1,

Dunvanll. $WB-I1S@<‘1-
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‘Xtra!’ in its manifold generosity
has decided to give a fiver and a
years subscription to anyone who
correctly completes this crossword (snigger). Just send the
completed crossword to our
box number.
DOWN
A sore point for strikers (4)
|2 At Riajto w| Star Comes good I.
2. Bad load is part of success
'
'
for Red Brigades (4)
|53. Marvellous boy for Sidney
.4) Basil aria amongst liar bays
and Beatrice (6)
A
VlllElll'lOUS
Edwa rd a d eserter
I6,
'
'
4. Red hot conservative with
.-evious creature (7.3)
links which give some pull (8,5)
I 8. Sweet to private enterprise
6. ls repeated in red regime (8)
but An
he'solda square
( 6,4)
I9.
Slav in to
theus!)
conserva7. Part of Millwall or Kerry
provides employment (I0)
pi
tor), (4)
8. Again and again concerning
I
|Sn.t Sid.S day what re_

Albany Rd, Southsea Hants.
it
READING Anarchists t. 'oShe\.»tk
Clubs Office. Student Union. White
knights, Reading, Berks.
’

l__'

- CROSS
I
. Erection is a confine on Scots
* ir Force (8)
.. ,_ He governed Egypt with capitIon credit (6)
' . Labour youth leader becomes
n end nav A B
4 5
I I, County to sever South African
|in|( ( 5)

PORTSMOUTH Caroline Cahm, 25

‘I

l_i

if

hill 34 Divinity Rd.

BRISTOL Students: Libertarian Soc.
Students Union, Queens Road BS8
CANTERBURY Alternative research
group, Contact Wally Barnes, Eliot
Collage, University of Kent.
CARDIFF write cfo One -O—Eight

Li

fl E

hcote St tel 582506 or 1 5 Scotholme
Av., Hyson Green
OLDHAM Nigel Broadbent, 31 Cooke
St. Failsworth Manchester.
OXFORD Anarchist group c/o Danny
Simpson , _ Exeter College. Anarchist
Workers group ditto.
Anarch<1—Feminists c/o Teresa Thom

Contact c/o 163 Kirig_St.
'
ABERYSTWYTH David Fletcher,
59 Cambrian Street.
BEL FAST anarchist collective
c,."o Just Books, 7 Win etavern Street
Belfast 1
BIRMINGHAM meet sundays 8.30pm
at the Bx and Grapes, Freeman St.
or ring Joanna 440 5132 (also an
anarcha.feminist group)
S
BRISTOL CITY 4 British Road,
BS 3 3BW

-r

EVENTS
6th No veme
London Group Meeting. Friends

II‘!

Lyn Hm-S, 413%,-fieid Drive |,ei_
0533 21250 (days) 0533 414960 (aishf)
B°°kShQP
0533
21896B16-"l¢h°m 75 Hlghcmaa at

I

FREEDOM
st ortni
y
20p - 84b Whitechapel High Street.
The anarchist elderstatesperson
intelligent, intemal debate and
information. Small sized newspaper.
ANARCHY Anarchist Magazine 20p
37A Grosvenor Avenue, -London
N5 - 01359 4794
BLACK FLAG Anarchist newspaper
20 P - PU blished by Black Flag, Over
the Water, Sanday, Orkney, KWI7 2BL
Less than monthly, since they
decided to come out fortnigitly.
SOLIDARITY FUR SOCIAL REVOLUTION Libertarian socialist
theoretical journal 20p Publications
Secretary, 123, Lathon Rd. London E6
Produced in tum by different
collectives.
BREAD AND ROSES News Journal
of the Anarchist Comunist Association. 15P Irregular. Box 2,, 136
Kingsland High Street, London
E8 2NS - large format
ANARCHIST LONDON WEEKLY
occasional! newspaper - Metropolitan
Warehouse, Wapping. Wall, Wapping
London. tel O1 488 0602 (thursday
night).
LIBERTARIAN COMMUNIST
paper of the ‘Libertarian Communist’
group. 15p - 27, Clerkeriwell Close.
London EC1_Irregular, Superbly
printed.
q 3
'
PEACE NEWS Anarcho-paci fist 20p
Fortnigitly. 8, Elm Avenue, Nottingham - 0602 53587 “Well, produced.
REBEL Irish Anarchist Paper.
10p - 5, Hennetta Street, Dublin.
OPEN ROAD Canadian Anarchist.’
Anarcha-feminist news journal
Every three months. Box b135, Station
G, Vancouver, BC, Canada. Well
pro du ced wit
'th goo
' d in
' t emat‘ion_al
news. The second best anarchist
paper in Ehglishl

ord

HULL Libertarian collective
16 Park Grove, Hull
I
LEAMINGTON 8: WARWICK cl/0
42 Bath Street Leamington Spa.
LEEDS 189 Hyde Park Road, LS 6
LEICESTER anarchist group

\
~

tra-thard

(Poltechnic Students Union)
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USEFUL TEL

I 24. Two of us with boy in Greek
epic (5)
25. French name in Alistair,
erhaps, on face or it. (9)
i
6. Exodus of lrish revolutionriesto follow some Hegel (6)
7. Commercial writing which

I-"F

i

follows (8)

1

'

the little French I have (IO)

I0. Short night missile is filled
up, gives slight edge (6,7)
1
I3. Christ! See Sham hit is
something new (3,7)
I4. Delivering, before dispatched

(l0)
l7.

Call back about babysitter?

(8)

1

-

20. The cinema becomes, in
retrospect, of the national
CU|iIUi"Y‘ i6)

IO

54/

22. French town in imperial -

bishopric (4)
23 .

V

'
'
Fancy
steaks give
me
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